
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Frantoio F.lli Paolocci srl 
SS. Cassia km.69,500 - 01019 Vetralla (VT)  
Tel./Ph. +39. 0761.485248 – 392.6333273 
e-mail: info@frantoiopaolocci.it 
web: http://www.frantoiopaolocci.it  
 
 
Description 
Frantoio Paolocci is a family business operating since the early 1900s. It was the lawyer 
Agostino Paolocci, a passionate farmer, who in the early ‘900 bought a traditional 
millstones mill near a fountain "embedded" between the old walls of the ancient Vetralla. 
The old mill was mainly intended for family needs, but soon it became a reference point 
for the local olive farms. 
Today, the Mill is run by the brothers Fausto and Stefano Paolocci, who personally treat 
with enthusiasm the proper running of the plant by using, in the meantime, the most 
modern techniques. In this way, they obtain a carefully selected olive oil, in limited 
quantities, offered under the brand name "Old trough "in the four types Classic, Track, 
DOP Tuscia and BIO. 
The Frantoio Paolocci exclusively uses local olives and cultivars, in particular the Caninese 
cultivar: the collection system is mixed (manual and mechanical) and extraction is made 
by a three times centrifuge.  
The organoleptic characteristics of the product are a deep green color, fruity with strong 
and delicate balance of bitter and spicy; low acid production (0.15 to 0.20). Frantoio 
Paolocci works local olives also for third parties. 
 
Products 
- Tuscia DOP (Denomination of Protected Origin) Extra Virgin Oil “Frantoio Paolocci”, 

available in  0,75 l bottles and in 3 and 5 l cans;  
- Pattern Extra Virgin Oil “Antico Fontanile”, available in  0,75 l bottles and in 3 and 5 l 

cans;  
- Classic Extra Virgin Oil “Antico Fontanile”, available in  0,75 l bottles and in 3 and 5 l 

cans;  
- Organic Extra Virgin Oil “Frantoio Paolocci”, available in  0,75 l bottles and in 3 l cans;  
The products are available all year. The company sells in its stores, distributes locally and 
provides outlets in the region/Italy. The enterprise export its products in Europe and in 

http://www.frantoiopaolocci.it/


non-European countries. It sells by on line commerce and can provide for the delivery in 
the region. 
 
How to reach the Company  
From Rome: take the GRA exit Veientana Cassia, towards Viterbo, follow the Cassia to 
Vetralla the mill is on the Cassia, the right side, just after Vetralla (69,500 km). 
From A1 or Viterbo: exit Orte, take highway to Viterbo, go to Rome, it takes the Cassia, 
just before Vetralla, on the left (km 69,500 of Cassia). 
From Via Aurelia: in Tarquinia follow road to Monteromano-Vetralla Viterbo; 
Monteromano pass; get to Vetralla crossroads on the Cassia turn left for Viterbo, shortly 
after the mill there. 
From Tuscania: follow the Vetrallese up to the Cassia (The Mill is on the orìther side of the 
street). 
 
Welcoming Hospitality 
Sightseeing tours / tastings of farm produce (number / year 60);  
Reception room; 
Identification and delimitation of squares or areas for the parking of vehicles (cars, 
buses, etc.); Tasting spaces; 
Opened from October to December. 
Opening Hours: 8 am – 8 pm  
 
Proposed Activities 
Tasting at the company and / or its outlet (length 30 ', minimum 5 people) 
Visit to the mill (the company one or a mill next to the company) to experience the various 
stages of olive processing (1 hour, minimum 5 people - maximum 10). 
 
 
 


